English language and literature. English is no longer the language of the English, but of the states of English the world over, and most of these are individuals who may or may not be English by birth. There is change at all levels. The British colonies of yesteryear, now independent, are keen today on preserving their own literatures written in English. This has led to the popularity of post-colonial literature.

The developments have opened new areas for researchers to investigate and speculate. English studies is thus an exciting term that embraces within itself even other areas like western literary theory, western literary criticism, creative writing, English as a second language etc. All these form English and the list gets longer with the addition of newer areas at regular intervals. The theme for this conference is NeW DiMenSiOnS In ENgLiSH STuDiES. Proposals are invited for paper presentation dealing with any of the following suggested areas:

1. Emergence of postcolonial literature
2. Emergence of subaltern literature
3. Women's writing and gender issues
4. Indian diaspora writing
5. Indian New Wave
6. Indian anglophone culture
7. New perspectives in English language teaching
8. English literary and cultural studies
9. Translation studies and their application in cross-cultural communication
10. Contemporary theories and changing concepts
11. Current trends in new literatures in English
12. Comparative literature
13. Use of ICT in EFL

The areas suggested above are those of common interest. More may please be added depending upon the areas of interest/specialization. Papers on such areas as English studies and as not included in the suggested list above are welcome.

We would urge each of our fellow delegates who may wish to present a paper in the theme to ensure that their paper is not more than 20 minutes of presentation. Papers are to be submitted by 20-11-2013 to the local secretary. The abstracts will be circulated among the participants. The papers will be selected from the abstract and the selected papers will be allotted 15 minutes of presentation. The deadline for submission of papers is 20-11-2013. The papers submitted are expected to keep the time limit of 15 minutes of presentation. The abstracts and full length papers will be considered for inclusion in the conference proceedings.
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